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Personal Statement

Programming has been my passion since the 1990s. After a successful 20-year career in publishing, I’m 
moving to professional software development. In August 2022 I earned a B.S. in Computer Science.

Software Dev Portfolio

•  Timbo’s “Hacker News” Reader (thnr.net, about page, repo) is my current showcase project. The 
backend ingests story feeds from Hacker News via API and extracts additional metadata (such as the 
thumbnail image, the name of the article’s author, and the article’s estimated reading time) from the 
linked articles via Selenium and requests. Uses concurrent.futures.ThreadPoolExecutor to process 
batches of 20 stories each in parallel.

thnr.net: ☁️��→�R53 →�ALB →�ASG of t4g.nano running nginx →�reverse proxy to S3 to serve HTML pages
thnrcdn.com:☁️��→�R53 →�CF →�S3 to serve thumbnail images

•  Hayfevr.ly (repo) scrapes the web pages of six local allergy clinics and news stations using 
Selenium to extract pollen count readings. Deployed as a Docker image, with host’s cron launching/ 
destroying container every 15 minutes. Uptime: 2 years with almost zero maintenance.

•  Demo URL shortener (repo) using Python, FastAPI, SQLite3.

•  My two favorite projects for my CS degree were a vehicle-routing problem (VRP) (repo) and a 
machine-learning project (repo) using Wikipedia articles. The term papers for these are in the repos.

•  This year I’m brushing up my PHP and learning Drupal. My demo site is on the Web.

Certifications
• AWS CLF-C01 (Cloud Computing Practitioner), expires 12/5/2025. (Val. num.: TTN4JWJ1QBR4QGSH)

Soft Skills
• Excellent written and oral communication skills and interpersonal skills
• Very good at working with clients to elicit needs, manage expectations, maintain relationships
• Fast learner; committed and conscientious worker; team player

Education
• B.S. Computer Science, Western Governors University, 2022
• B.A. English Literature, University of Texas at Austin, 1999
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Work Experience
BrightLeaf Group Inc.  •  Senior Technical Editor  •  July 2022–Present

• Edit highly technical 300-page ISO-compliant technology standards and microchip specifications for 
grammar, clarity, bias, and technical accuracy

• Edit some documents in Microsoft Word; maintain a master Word stylesheet (.dotx file) and re-apply 
to documents as needed to maintain correct and consistent styles across document library

• Edit other documents in Markdown and submit revisions via pull request to client’s GitHub repo; 
resolve occasional merge conflicts by my own judgment and by collaborating with colleagues.

★ Caught and corrected a regex error in a client’s 350-line bash script during my review of their code. 
The error would cause the script to crash if it was executed between November 1 and November 29 (of 
any year). By sheer luck, no one had ever run the script in a November and triggered the bug.

Pearson  •  Senior Editor  •  April 2001–June 2021

• Copyedited tens of thousands of high-stakes assessment items, mostly in the subjects of math and 
science but also social studies, reading, writing, and alternative assessments for ESL and SPED students

• Am expert in writing, grammar, spelling, proofreading, copyediting, typography

• Am fluent in the MathML and QTI markup languages

• Trained dozens of new employees and conducted dozens of refresher courses for department 
members on the above topics and on all aspects of our editorial activities, in my capacity as senior editor

• Led staff meetings, participated in client meetings, wrote business cases for departmental initiatives, 
including technological initiatives such as which PDF software our department should use

★ Wrote a 300-line Perl script that executed business logic and then performed system calls to pdftk.exe
with generated arguments in order to extract certain page ranges from multiple PDF files and combine 
the pages into a single deliverable PDF. This process had formerly been done manually by a senior editor
using Adobe Acrobat Pro and took half an hour per job and was prone to human error. Using my script, a
junior editor could initiate 15 or 20 of these jobs at once on a laptop, and these jobs were done in half 
an hour. My script became the default process for this task.

Professional Membership and Service
TeX User Group (TUG), member 2020–present

• Have created the torrent for the TeXLive ISO and been the initial seeder annually since 2019

Dictionary Society of North America (DSNA), member 2011–present

• Occasional peer reviewer for articles published in our academic journal Dictionaries   (ISSN 0197-6745)  

• Attended in person the 4-day DSNA conference in Indianapolis, IN, May 2019
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https://muse.jhu.edu/journal/540
https://www.tug.org/texlive/

